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                          Digital TouchTalking pen--- the best gift for children education

 

Features and functions for the Talking pen:

 

1. Touch and read out: 

    listen to any part you like directly. You can learn through books directly as well as the pen pointing
and reading.

 

2. Repeat:  listen to the any part for times as you like.

 

3. Translate and languages swift: 

learn multi languages: Written in English, translated into Arabic, French, Arabic, Korean.

 

4. Games: 

    Almost each lesson has the interactive game, which is to check the children’s learning process. This
will make  the kids learning during the entertainment.

 

5. Songs: 

Listen to the songs and background mucsic in the books.

 

6. Updating.
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8. Volume change: 

    You can control the volume on both and pen and the books.

 

129. Rechargeable battery: 350mAh

 

Main technique parameters of the reading pen:

 

Style Educational Toy Digital learning toy
Material Plastic
Plastic Type ABS and Eco-friendly
Model Number
Memory 4GB
Color White and black
button 4 buttons
Power battery
Battery 420mAh
Charging adaptor 700mAh/5V
USB line white or black 60cm
 

 

                         PROFESSIONAL TALKING PEN OEM/ODM MANUFACTURING

 

What is reading pen?

OID stealth printed on the books, the pen decodes when touching the paper.

 

Reading pen is the world's only portable reading device for language learners, pre-school kids,
students and some dyslexic users.

Reading Pen is a revolutionary "assistive technology" tool for individuals dealing with reading and
learning. It is a revolutionary technology which brings multiple languages, sounds, songs and
interactivity to the printed page! A fantastic new way enhances listening and literacy skills. It also
supports MP3, songs, stories, games, recording, updating….
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The reading pen uses the Eco-friendly materials. No harm to kids’ eyes and health. No other product
can instead of it at present.

 

Playing during learning, learning through entertainment;

 

Applications of the Touch audio Pen:

 

1)Kids’ education: kids’ books, kids land pad, kids maps, stories, growing diaries, audio photo
albums…

 

2)Students’ learning: teaching materials, dictionaries, words cards, audio lesson tally book…

 

3) Adults’ learning: languages learning, tourism manual, Quran reading, Bible reading, Buddhist
reading, audio tally book…

 

4) Special applications: identity identify, anti-counterfeiting, audio maps, blind people’s learning, video
classes, voice control machine, Museum cultural relics explanations…

 

Just use stickers, paper or the postcard with OID codes, and compose the corresponding sounds into
the pen, will the pen read out the explanations immediately. Commentators will not be needed.

 

Reading pen solutions:

 

Different solutions with different functions can be chosen based on your detail requirements. 

 

Solution 1: Solution 2: Solution 3: Solution 4:
 

Product link：https://www.accotech.net/?p=19800
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